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INTRODUCTION LETTER 
 
We are pleased to introduce us as one of the "willing to be the finest engineering service provider” across 
nation. With our appreciable rates and services we are enjoying a high standard of reputation for the 
engineering services since the inception of the company. 
 

Envoka Business was established with two sole objectives. 

 To provide our clients the best services within the realm of government norms and standards. 
 To maintain the personal rapport with the client so as to develop better understanding of the client’s 

need and to provide accordingly. 
 

Our Services: 

 

1. Electrical Solutions: - We do provide man power for a wide range of work from general inspection of 
11/33KV transmission lines to implementation of 11/33 KV overhead and underground transmission line work. 
We also work in OFC transmission work, Sub-station Construction, Meter installation, O&M etc… 
We also provide concept selling. We provide solutions related to HT Panels / HT cabling, Transformers, D G 
Sets, UPS / Battery systems / Inverters, LT Panels / LT cabling, Distribution Panels, Cabling, Point 
Wiring/Loop Wiring, Electrical Installations-Fixtures , Fittings , Boards, Switches , sockets, Fire Alarm System, 
Telephone & Data cabling, Structured cabling, Lighting Protection System, Earthing System, Control system / 
Field wiring –cabling for Equipment, CCTV / PA System, Access control System, Intrusion Protection System. 
 
2. Mechanical Solutions: - We provide solutions related to Maintenance Servicing & consultancy of Generator, 
Compressor, Cranes, Earth Movers, HDD & DBC Machines, AC, SMPS, UPS & all Mechanical, Electronics, 
Optical, Construction equipment, Hydraulic Machineries, Air Conditioners Domestic & Industrial etc. & OFC 
Network. 
 
3. Computer & IT solutions: - Web design and development, Graphics designing, Digital marketing, Android 
app development, Software development etc. We provide complete IT infrastructure solutions right from 
trading of IT Hardware, implementation, integration & services. Our products and support services includes 
computer printing solutions, system integration, Networking solutions, security and surveillance solutions. IT 
infrastructure managed service, AMC, FMS, Managed Printing service, outsourcing projects, Implementation 
services and Break fix services.  
 
Apart from this we are also expanding our range to processing engineering, Piping engineering and many 
more in the vast domain of engineering. We confidently hope and believe that our offer of services will surely 
receive your kind attention and consideration and your valued enquiries time to as well. We ensure you that 
your enquiries and order upholds the maximum priority and our attention. In case if you need any more 
information about the company profile, we will be too glad to get a call from you or a face to face meeting and 
will furnish all the information that you need and want to know. 
 
Yours faithfully 

ENVOKA BUSINESS PVT LTD 
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